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ABSTRACT
This paper presents new estimates of the taxespaid on nonfinancial
corporate capital, on the pretax rate of return to capital, andon the
effective tax rate. The basic time series show that boththe pretax rate
of return and the effective tax rate have variedsubstantially in the past
quarter century.
An explicit analysis indicates that, afteradjusting for different
aspects of the business cycle, pretax profitability was betweenone and
1.5 percentage points lower in the l970's than in thel960's. The rate of
profitability in the l960's was also about one—half of apercentage point
greater than the profitability in the 7 years of the l950's after the
Korean war.
Changes in productivity growth, in inflation, in relative unit labor
costs, and in other variables are all associated with changes in
profitability.
None of these variables, however, can explain thedifferences in profitability
between the l950Ts, l960's and l970's.
Looking at broad decade averages, the effective tax rate and the
pretax rate of return move in opposite directions, higherpretax profits
occurring when the tax rate is high. There thus appears to have beenno









Section 1 then examines whether there has been a trend inprofitability in the
postwarperiodor a tendency for profits to decline in the 1970's. Several fac-
torsthat are potential determinants of corporate profitability,including pro-
ductivity and the ratio of final product prices to intermediate input prices and
unit labor costs, arethen examined in section 5. Thereis no evidencethat the
broad fluctuations in the effective tax rate over the past 25years induced off-
setting changesin the pretax rate of return. Changes in the effective tax rate
were therefore associated with correspondingly large changes in the net rate of
return.
1. State and Local Taxes Paid by Nonfinancial Corporations
In measuring corporate profits, the national income andproduct
accountstreat state and local property taxes very differently from theprofits
taxes levied by all levels of government.1 Pretaxprofits are defined as profits
beforecorporate income taxes but after all of the state and local property
taxes paid bycorporations.We believe that this method is conceptually
incorrect and that it significantly distorts the measurement of thenational
rate of return on additions to the stock of corporate capital.2
Althoughallof the taxes paid by corporations are costs from the pri-
vateviewpoint of the shareholders, these taxes do not represent social costs.
1 The term"property tax" refers to taxes levied on the value of physical assets
while "profits taxes" are levied on the income generated from theseassets.
2 The nationalincome accounting convention of treating property taxes as a cost ofproduction rather than as a tax oncapital appears to be based on
acceptingthe business accounting convention that the property tax isa
"cost" because it is subtracted in calculating businessprofits; see Ruggles
and Ruggles, 1956. A further reason offered in defense of the conventional
national income accounting method is that the property tax is "an indirect
tax" and therefore presumably has avery different incidence than the direct
capital income taxes; see Ruggles and Ruggles, 1970. We believe that the
property tax and the tax on profits cannot usefully be distinguished in
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Similarly, the taxes paid by business tostate and local governments do not
represent charges for benefits received. Fromthe national viewpoint, the
marginal product of capital is thereforethe total addition to nationaloutput
and not that addition net of thetaxes levied on capital orcapital income.
A correct measure of capital
productivity therefore requires adding thestate
and local property taxes to thenational income measure ofpretax income.1 This
section presents alternative estimatesof he state and localproperty taxes
paid by nonfinancial corporations.
In 1979, state and localgovernments collected more than $32 billion
in taxes on the capital orcapital income of nonfinancialcorporations This
includes the state personal incometaxes on the dividends of shareholdersas
well as the state and local taxes
on corporate property and profits.State and
local taxes on the capital incomeof nonfinancial corporationsnow exceed 17
percent of real pretax capital income and70 percent of that income net ofall
federal, state and local taxes. It is clear
from these figures alone that
recognizing state and local taxes is important
for calculating the total effec-
tive tax rate on capital incomeas well as for assessing thepretax rate of
return on corporate capital.
Nonfinancial corporationspay two types of state and local taxes that
are based on capital or capital income:
corporate profits taxes andproperty
taxes. Since there are no official
estimates of either type of taxpaid by non-
financial corporations we now describeour own method ofestimation.
This expanded pretax profits differsfrom the social product ofcapital if there are externalitites, economicrents, nonconstant returns toscale, or monopoly power. This distinction will beignored in the currentpaper.14_
The total corporate profits tax accruals of state and local govern-
ments for all types of corporations is calculated by the Department of Commerce
and published in the National Income and ProductAccounts.1 The value for 1919
was $13.0 billion. We divide this amount between nonfinancialand financial
corporations in the same ratio as the federal corporate income taxaccruals are
divided between these two types of corporations. In 1979, for example, non-
financial corporations accounted for 80 percent of total federal corpcrate tax
liabilities.2 On the basis of this information, we estimate that the state and
local corporate tax liability for nonfinancial corporations was $10.14 billion.
Similar values forother years since 19148 are shown in column 1 of Table 1.
Note that the tax rose from only $1.1 billion in 1960 to $2.8 billion in 1910
and$l0.14 billion in 1979.
The total value of state and local property tax collections appears
in the national income and product accounts (Table 3) but no distinction is made
between the taxes levied on the property of nonfinancial corporations and the
taxes levied on the property of households, unincorporated businesses andfinancial
corporations. The total state and local property tax receipts for 1979 were$614.14
billion. Because calculating the share of property taxes levied on nonfinancial
corporations is difficult, we present three different estimates based onthree
different assumptions. All three estimates are based on the Department of
Commerce series of the replacement value of stocks of reproducible physical assets
1 Table 3.14 of the NIPA contains a detailed breakdown of state and local govern—
inent receipts.
2 The total corporate profits tax liability is reported in Table B-l9 of the
1981 Economic Report while the corresponding figure for nonfinancial cor-
porationsis reported in Table B—il. The Department of Commerce follows the
•same procedure, based on the NFC's share of federal profits, for allocating
state and local profits taxes. Therefore, the profits tax liabilities data
reported,which include federal, state and local taxes, reflect theshare of NFC
federalprofit taxes in total profit taxes.—5—
TABLE 1
State and Local Property Tax BaseandTaxPayments
byNonfinancial Corporations
Property Subject to State and Local




Corporate Nonfinancial Corporatjons* Profits Nonfinancial Equal 3 to 1 1 to 3 Tax TotalCorporationsTotalRate Rate Rate
(i) (2) () (4) (5) (6)()
1948 0.6 498.9 157.5 5.9 1.874 3.1447 0.791 1949 0.6 531.6 170.5 6.6 2.130 3.893 0.903 1950 0.7 574.4 182.6 7.1 2.271 14.165 0.961 1951 0.8 638.8 200.5 7.7 2.415 4.452 1.018 1952 0.8 686.7 216.7 8.14 2.645 4.866 1.117 1953 0.7 719.3 228.8 9.1 2.893 5.305 1.224 1954 0.7 752.0 239.3 9.7 3.079 5.6414 1.303 1955 0.9 802.9 254.7 10.4 3.314 6.083 i.40i 1956 1.0 873.2 280.7 11.5 3.682 6.723 1.562 1957 0.9 934.0 306.5 12.6 4.138 7.494 1.765 1958 0.9 981.0 323.1 13.8 4.533 8.198 1.936 1959 1.0 1,033.8 336.8 i4.8 4.825 8.765 2.055 1960 1.1 1,081.5 3149.4 16.2 5.245 9.560 2.228 1961 1.1 1,121.6 360.0 17.6 5.643 10.310 2.393 1962 1.3 1,168.6 373.3 19.0 6.o6 11.086 2.565 1963 1.4 1,214.7 386.3 20.2 6.439 11.806 2.724 1964 1.6 1,272.3 4oi.o 21.7 6.835 12.577 2.884 1965 1.7 1,353.1 426.1 23.2 7.302 13.440 3.081 1966 2.0 1,452.3 462.2 24.5 7.809 14.314 3.304 1967 2.1 1,556.3 502.3 27.0 8.702 15.866 3.696 1968 2.6 1,677.0 541.5 29.9 9.654 17.597 4.ioi 1969 2.9 1,824.5 590.5 32.8 10.604 19.312 4.507 1970 2.8 1,970.4 649.1 36.712.081 21.848 5.160 1971 3.2 2,117.7 700.2 40.4 13.373 24.149 5.718 1972 14.0 2,318.1 751.9 43.2 14.021 25.513 5.963 1973 4.2,638.9 832.8 46.414.628 26.905 6.175 1974 5.3 3,079.2 984.8 49.0 15.665 28.661 6.637 1975 5.8 3,469.9 1,134.8 53.4 17.458 31.664 7.442 1976 7.63,814.9 1,229.8 58.2 18.776 34.248 1.972 1977 9.0 4,273.5 1,348.2 63.420.003 36.794 8.443 1978 9.54,908.5 1,510.7 63.919.681 36.547 8.254 1979 10.4 5,626.3 1,710.6 64.419.581 36.529 8.186
All figures are in billions of dollars.
Sources: Columns 1 NIPA Table 3.3.Remaining columns based on authors' calcu-
lations using data from EconomicReport of the President (Tables B—il,
B—19) and Balance Sheets of the U.S.Economy tangible asset alloca- tion tableT tor a3iionTugion.—6—
and the Federal Reserve estimatesof the current market value ofland holding.1
Morespecifically, the total value of propertythat is subject to
state and local property tax iscalculated as the sum of plantand equipment,
land, and residential structuresminusthe amounts of those types of assets
ownedby nonprofitinstitutions.2 The total value of taxable propertyestimated
for 1979was $5,626 billion. Withinthis total, nonfinancial corporatebusiness
accounted for $1,711 billion or 30 percentof the total taxable capitalstock.3
Columns 2 and 3 of Table 1 presentthe two series of taxable capitalstocks.
Ifau jurisdictions valued propertyfor tax purposes at the replace-
ment values and taxed all propertyat the same rate, itwould be appropriate to
assignstate and local property taxes in
the same ratio as the value of the pro-
perty itself. In fact, however,effective tax rates differ substantially among
jurisdictions and among propertyclasses within jurisdictionS.Within
jurisdictions, business propertytends to be taxed more heavily thanresidential
1 These estimates are presented in "Balance Sheets forthe U.S. Economy," a
periodical document of the Divisionof Research and Statistics of theBoard of
Governorsof the Federal Reserve System. The figuresused in the calculation
presented in this paperare from the version dated April,1981.
2Data on land andreproducible fixed assets are presentedin the table
"TangibleAsset Allocations" of the documentcited in the previous footnote.
For 1979,the total value (including thatheld by tax—exempt non—profit
institutions) was $58I3 billion. State and local
jurisdictions differ in their
treatment of inventories to beconservative, we exclude inventories fromthe
tax base and thereby reduce thefraction of property taxes assigned tononfinan-
cial corporations.
3 Including inventories would raise the total taxablecapital stock by $655
billion to $6281 billion; for nonfinancial
corporations, the increase would be
$539 billion to $2250 billion. This expanded
definition would raise the share
of nonfinancial corporate propertyfrom 0.30 to 0.36. This mayseema
surprisingly small share of capitalowned by NFCs; most of the remaining
property is housing (i percent)and agricultural land (8 percent).—7—
property or agricultural land'; this implies thatnonfinancial corporations bear
more than a proportionate share of the totalproperty tax. The variation in
effective tax rates among jurisdictions couldeither strengthen this tendency or
reverse it. Because of this uncertainty, wepresent three separate
calculations. The first assignsproperty taxes in the same ratio as the value
of the property; if the variation in taxrates among jurisdictions is uncorre—
lated with the mix of propertytypes, this "equal tax assignment is a conser-
vative understatement of the property taxpaid by non—financial corporations.
The second method assumes that the effectivetax rate on nonfinancial corporate
property is three times the effective tax rateon other property.2 The third
method assumes the opposite imbalance: theeffective tax rate on other property
is three times the rate on theproperty on non—financial corporations. (The
second and third calculations are almostcertain to bound the true value.) For
1919, these two assumptions imply that nonfinancialcorporations maypayas much
as 56.7 percent of the total state and localproperty tax or as little as 12.7
percent.
Column4of Table 1 reports the total state andlocal property tax
collections while columns 5, 6, and 7report the property taxes assigned to
nonfinancial corporations by the threeassumptions. Note that the basicassuinp—
tion of method 1 (i.e., theassumption that nonfinancial corporationspay the
same effective tax rate as other property owners)implies that NFCs paid $19.6
billion in property taxes during 1979.
The effective tax rate has two
components: the assessment—price ratio and the tax rate on assessed value. The 1977 Censusof Governments Taxable Property
Values and Assessment—Sales Price Ratiosreports the assessment price ratio on
commercial and industrial property to behigher than that on any other class of
property. Netzer's (1973) comments indicate that theequal effective tax rate
assumption probably understates the taxation of businessproperty.
2 Thisimplies that, for 1979, nonfinancial corporationspaid 56. ercent of
the property tax even though they 'only had 30.4percent of taxable property.—8—
2.Expanded Profits and the Rate ofReturn on Capital
Several recent studies have estimatedthe total pretax return to capi-
tal with appropriate adjustment for
the effects of inflation on thetraditional
accounting measures of corporateincome.1 The common procedure in all of these
studies is to define total capitalincome as the sumof(1) corporate interest
payments and (2) corporate profitswith a capital consumption adjustmentand
inventoryvaluation adjustment.2 Therate of profit is then calculated asthe
ratio of this measure of total capitalincome to the replacement value ofthe
corporate capital stock defined toinclude fixed capital, inventoriesand land.3
This rate of profit is the marginal productof capital ifthere are constant
returnsto scale and no economic rents or monopolyprofits.
Theseestimates rely on the work by the Departmentof Commerce during
the past decade that led to their publicationof estimates of economic depre-
ciationand of the replacement cost of fixedbusiness capital. The Federal
ReserveBoard's "Balance Sheets for the U.S.Econou"incorporatethese Commerce
Departmentestimates and also provide unpublishedCommerce Department estimates
of the market value of inventoriesand their own estimates of the marketvalue
1 See Nordhaus (l9T1),Feldsteifland Summers (19T7) and Holland and Myers(19T9).
2 There is no need to adjust for changes in the real valueof corporate debt (due
toinflation or interest rate changes)since any gain by the equity owners
represents an equal loss to thecreditors and leaves total capitalincome
unchanged.
3Landis, of course, included at an
estimated market value. Lovell (1978) pre-
sents estimated profit rates thatinclude only plant and equipment inthe capi-
talstock; since inventories and landrepresent about 35 percent of thetotal
NFC capital stock, this measure is veryseriously incorrect.
These data are more fully describedin the April, 1976 issue of the Survey
of Current Business.—9—
ofland. The capital stock is defined on a ttnetU basis1and capital income is
defined in the corresponding way.
Columns 1 and 2 of Table 2 present this conventionalmeasure of total
corporateincome and the implied net rate ofreturn. 2Column 3expands the
measureoftotal corporate income by including the estimateof the state and
local property taxes paid by nonfinancialcorporations on the assumption of
equal effective rates of property tax on all types ofproperty, i.e. ,column3
is the sumofcolumn 1 of Table 2 plus column 5ofTable 1. The corresponding
rate of return, calculated by dividing column 3by the same capital stock series
that is used to go from column 1 to column2, is presented in column )4•
For the 32 year period from 1948 through1979, the total pretax rate
of return (column 4)averages11.5 percent. By contrast, the conventional
return based on capital income after state and localproperty tax payments is
only 10.3 percent. The failure to add state and localproperty taxes back into
the total return to capital caused previous estimatesto understate the rate of
return by about 1.2 percentage points ornearly 11 percent. The estimates for
overlapping decades (also shown in Table 2) indicate that thisdifference has
remained fairly constant over the post—warperiod with some tendency for a
larger gap in the second half of the period than in thefirst half.
1 Thecapital stock is measured net of depreciation incontrast to a gross capi-
tal stock from which scrapping is deducted. Allof the estimates in the pre-
sent paper are therefore comparable to the "net"profitability series in
Feldstejn and Summers (1977) and not to the "gross"profitability series.
2 Thesefigures differ from the rN series in Feldstein and Summers (1977)
because of data revisions. tta revisions affectthe earlier years in the
series because of the new estimates of the valuesof land and inventories.—10—
TABLE 2
Corporate
Income and Rates of Return onNonfinancia22at-Etal
Coate prof Corporate—i3to11to3
Income Return Income Rate Rate Rate
(1) (2) () (4) (5) (6)
194826.5 12.8 28.4 13.7 i4.4 13.2
194924.0 io.8 26.1 n.8 12.6 11.3
195030.5 12.9 32.7 13.9 14.7 13.3
195134.5 13.1 36.9 14.0 i4.8 13.5
195231.5 11.0 34.2 12.0 12.8 11.4
195331.3 10.5 34.2 11.4 12.2 10.9
195430.1 9.7 33.2 10.7 11.5 10.1
195540.0 12.2 43.4 13.2 i4.i 12.6
195637.5 io.4 41.2 ii.4 12.2 io.8
195137.0 9.4 41.2 10.5 11.3 9.9
195832.8 8.0 37.4 9.1 10.0 8.5
195943.3 10.2 48.1 11.3 12.2 10.1
1960 40.8 9.2 46.1 io.4 11.4 9.7
1961 42.2 9.3 47.8 10.5 11.5 9.8
1962 50.1 io.6 56.2 11.9 12.9 11.1
1963 56.0 11.4 62.5 12.7 13.8 12.0
1964 63.0 12.3 69.8 13.6 i4.7 12.9
1965 73.8 13.5 81.1 14.8 i6.o i4.i
1966 79.5 13.4 87.3 14.7 15.8 13.9
1967 77.6 11.9 86.3 13.3 14.4 12.5
1968 83.3 11.9 93.0 13.3 i4.4 12.5
1969 8o.6 10.5 91.2 11.9 13.1 11.1
1970 69.7 8.3 81.7 9.8 10.9 8.9
1971 80.2 8.9 93.5 io.4 n.6 9.6
1972 91.8 9.5 105.8 11.0 12.2 10.1
1973101.7 9.5 116.3 io.8 12.0 10.0
1974 93.2 7.2 108.9 8.4 9.5 7.1
1915116.9 7.9 134.3 9.1 10.0 8.4
1916136.8 8.6 i5.6 9.7 10.7 9.1
1917159.6 9.1 179.6 10.2 11.2 9.6
1978174.5 8.9 194.1 9.9 10.1 9.3
1979181.9 8.1 201.4 9.0 9.7 8.4
1950—59 10.7 11.7 12.6 11.2
1955-64 10.3 11.5 12.4 io.8
1960—69 ii.4 12.7 13.8 12.0
1965—74 10.5
11.8 13.0 11.1
1910-79 8.6 9.8 io.8 9.1.
1948—79— 10.3 11.5 12.5 io.8
The amounts in columns 1 and3 are in billions of currentdollars.
Sources: Calculations based ondata from NIPA b1e 1.13,Federal Reserve Board
Balance Sheets, and TableOneof t1e present paper.—11—
Columns 5and6presentalternative estimates of the net rates ofreturn based on
the two extreme assumptions about theproperty tax rate on nonfinancial cor-
porations and other types of property. Theassumption that the non—financial
corporations pay a property tax rate equal tothree times the rate paid on other
property yields the series shown in column 5 andimplies that the conventional
estimate of the rate of return understatesthe true value by about 2.2percen-
tagepoints. Conversely, the extremeassumption of 'undertaxation' of nonfinan-
cial corporate property implies thatthe conventional estimate understatesthe
true rate of return by about 0.5
percentage points (column 6). It seems safe to
conclude that the truth lies somewherebetween these extremes and that thecon-
ventional estimate of the rate of returnhas been too low by between one and two
percentage points, implying that the true valueexceeds the conventional esti-
mate by between 10 and 20 percent.
3.Effective Tax Rates
The effective tax rate on thecapital income of nonfinancial cor-
porations depends on the federal, state andlocal taxes that are paid by the
corporationitself and by the corporation'sshareholders and creditors. These
include the corporate incometaxes, the property tax, the personal taxon divi-
dends and capital gains, and thepersonal and corporate taxes on the interest
income received by the creditors ofthe nonfinancial corporations.
In an earlier paper, Feldstein andSummers (1979) calculated the
effective tax rate on the capital incomeof nonfinancial corporations. In
contrast to previous studies thatwere limited to the corporate rate, the
Fe1dsteinSuers analysis also includedthe federal taxes on dividends,capital
gains and interest. Theydefinedthe effective tax rate as the ratio ofthe
combined tax liability to the realpretax capital income. The present study— 12—
redefines this tax rate in twofundamental ways.Thetotal tax burden is
expanded to include the stateand local taxes discussed inSection 2 as well as
the state and local taxes paid by
shareholders and creditors. Thereal capital
income of the nonfinancial corporationsis also expanded by includingthe state
and local property taxes. Since
the effective tax ratio isless than one,
adding equal amounts to thenumerator and denominator (i.e.,the state and local
taxes paid by the corporations)
would raise the ratio. In fact,the numerator
is increased by more than the
denominator (because of the taxes paidby
individuals) SOtheeffective tax ratio rises even more.In addition to this
fundamental change in the definitionoftheeffective tax rate, we also take
thisoppo±'tunitY to make severalsmaller improvements in the previousFeldsteifl—
Summers procedure.1 A descriptionof the tax rate data calculationsis providect
inthe Appendix.
Table 3 presents each of the componentsof the total effective tax
rate.The effective tax rate is expressedas apercentage of what weshall call
the"adjusted real capitalincome" of the nonfinancial corporations.This
adjusted income is the totalpretax capital incomeof the nonfinancial cor-
porations adjustedfor the corporatiofl'S losses onnon_interest bearing finan-
cial assets (cash, demand depositsand net trade credit). Theselosses are
calculatedas the product of the percentagechange in the personal consumption
deflatorand the total value of thesenon.intere5t bearingassets.2 We adjust
1Thecalculation by Feldstein and Summerswas concerned in part with eva-
luating theeffect of an increase in therate of inflation. The marginaltax
rate on nominal profits created
this way can differ in minor waysfrom the tax
rate on nominal profits thatresults from an expansion of thecapital stock,
e.g., because of the specialrules affecting life insurancecompanies. In the
presentpaper we are notconcerned with these special effectsof changes in the
inflationrate. See also footnote 1,page 20.
2 Annual series for these assets, calculated fromthe Federal Reserve "Balance
Sheets," are presented in columns1 and 2 of Appendix table A—l.The inflation
rate for each year is computedas the first quarterto first quarter changein




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































thesefor inflation because theyrepresent a real loss tothe corporation
without being a real gain to anyexplicit provider of corporatecapital; i.e.
the loss on net trade creditis similar to a price reduction,the loss on cash
is a gain to the government,
and the loss on demand depositsiSagain to corn—
mercial banks.
The adjusted real capital income
series presented in the firstcolumn
of Table 3 is based on theassumption of equal effective propertytax rates.
This series therefore differsfrom the figures in column3 of Table 2 only
because of the inflation adjustment.
A comparison of these twoseries shows
that the adjustment reduces the
measure of real corporateincome by about seven
percent.
Column 2 presents the NFC
federal corporate income tax paymentsas a
percentage of this adjustedreal capital income. Thecorresponding state and
local corporate tax payments areshown in column 3.It is noteworthy that the
state and local payments were
only about five and a half percentof the federal
payment in the l95Ots buthave recently risen to fifteenpercent of the federal
tax. Columnpresents the state andlocal property tax payments(based on the
equal effective rate
assumption). The series shows a generalupward trend but
appears to have peakedin the early seventies and tobe in decline since then.
These three taxes have been groupedtogether because they areall collected
directly from the corporation.
The combined tax rate for thesethree types of
taxes has dropped from58.6 percent of adjusted real capital
income in the first
five years of thissample1 (1953 through 1951) to 17.2 percentin the five years
ending in 1919.
1Data limitations on the marginaltax rate series used laterin the calcula—
tion precluded extension of
the effective tax rate seriesto the years before
1953.—15—
The effective tax rate on dividendsdepends on the distribution of
dividends among different classes of investors(households, pension funds, life
insurance companies, etc.) and theaverage effective tax rate for each class of
investor. The present study uses the Flow ofFunds data on equity ownership to
distribute dividends among classes of investorsfor each year since 1953.1
Brinner and Brooks (1979) have calculated thetax rate on dividends received by
individuals, inc1udin the state and localtaxes; this rate averaged 143.2 per-
cent for the years 1953 through 1979 andwas 149 percent for 1979.2 Individuals
account for approximately 93 percent of theequity that the Flow of Funds sec-
tor statements of assets and liabilitiesclasssify as belonging to "households";
the remaining thousehold equity is ownedby nonprofit organizations
(foundations, universities, etc.) and trusts.3We make the conservativeassump-
tion that the dividends received by these "otherhousehold institutionst' are
untaxed. For the remaining dividendrecipients, we follow the procedure of
Feldstein and Summers (1979) and assume thatinsurance companies and bankspay a
1 Thisassignment assumes that equity in nonfinancialcorporations is distri- buted in the same way as totalequity and that dividends are distributed in
proportion to total equity. This representsan improvement over Feldstein
and Summers (1979) where the 1976pattern of ownership was used to assign
dividends in all years of the period.
2 Tocompute the federal tax on dividends, Brinner andBrooks constructed a
weighted average of individual taxrates,using the fraction of dividends
received by each taxable income class eachyear and the corresponding statu-
tory marginal rates. State dividend taxesare estimated by assuming that the
marginal rate on dividends is 1.5 times theaverage state personal tax rate, which can be computed from NIPAaggregates. Columns 3 and 4ofAppendix table A—i provide the separate series forthe federal and state taxes, which
were kindly provided by Br inner and Brooks.
3 The 93percent refers to 1975 and is based on a calculationdescribed in
Feldstejn and Summers (1979); see Securitiesand Exchange Commission (1977),
p. 11. Our calculation assumes 93 percent for allyears.-i6--
tax rate equal to fifteen percentof the corporate taxrate1 (i.e., 0.069 for
1919) and that pension funds,foreign equity owners, andother miscellafleoU5
investors pay no tax. Therelevant weighted average ofthese tax rates implies
an overall tax rate ondividend income in 1979 of3.9 percent.2 Since the
ratio of dividends to "adjusted
real capital income" was 25.2percent in 1979,
the taxes on dividends added6.9 percentage points (0.39 x
0.252 =0.069)to
the total ta as a percentageof adjusted real capital
income. The series for
all years is prseflted in
column 5 of Table 3. The
relative stability of' this
tax component reflects the
underlying stability of the
dividend_income ratio and
the effective tax rate ondividends.3
The appropriate effective rateof capital gains tax reflectsthe
distribution of equity ownership among
different classes of investorsand the
fact that the capital gains taxis payable only when theasset is sold. The
distribution of equity ownershiphas already been describedfl the previous
paragraph. For the sample yearsbefore 1969, individual capitalgains were
taxed at half the individual's
statutory rate on dividends,but subject to an
"alternative" maximum rate of 25 percent.
However, gains are taxed onlyif
realized and the effective taxrate is reduced by the postponementof
realiZation.For the period between1969 and 1978, the effectivetax rate on
1 In calculating their taxable income, corporations
are allowed to exclude85
percent of the dividendsreceived from other corporations.
2 The complete series of dividend tax rates
is presented in column 5of
Appendix table A—l.
3 There is, of course, some decrease in the
series after the tax cutsof 1963
and 196k but the differenceis quite small.
A gain can permanentlY escape
being "realized" for tax purposesif the asset
is bequeathed since the newowner is permitted to "stepus" his basis for
future tax liabilities to
the market value at the timethat the asset is
received.—17—
capital gains was raised in a number of ways: the use of the alternative tax was
limited, the value of the loss offset was reduced, the "untaxedt' portion of
capital gains was subject to a minimum tax, and the amount of income qualifying
for the maximum tax on personal services income was reduced. There is no way to
provide an accurate evaluation of the weighted average capital gains tax rate
for each year in our series. In stead, we shall make what we regard as the quite
conservative assumption that households paid an effective rate of tax of only 5
percent on accruing capital gains except during the years 1969 through 1918 when
the rate was 7.5 percent. Insurance companies and banks are taxed at a 30 per-
cent statutory rate on capital gains realizations. We assume an effective rate
of 15 percent on accruing gains because of the effect of deferral. Finally, we
assume that pensions, foreign shareholders, and other "miscellaneous" investors
pay no tax on capital gains. The overall effective tax rate on capital gains
implied by these values was .0L in 1919 and .062 in 1918 (before the tax
change) •1
The capital gains tax rate must be applied to two kinds of capital
gains: the rise in the real value that results from retained earnings and the
rise in the nominal value that results from the general increase in the price
level. The national income account estimate of retained earnings is deficient
because it ignores the real gain that the equity owners make at the expense of
the creditors. For example at the beginning of 1979 the net debt of nonfinan-
cial corporations2 was $138.2 billion. The 9.9 percent rise in the personal
1 Acomplete series of capital gains tax rates is shown in column 6 of Appendix
table A—i. Note that while interest and dividends tax calculations are based
on taxes which were actually paid, the capital gains tax rate is an estimate
of the present value of the future tax liability which will be due when the
gains are realized.
2 Computed from the Flow of Funds tables published by the Federal Reserve
Board.—18—
consumption expenditure deflator implied a gainto the equity owners of $13.1
andan equal loss to thecreditors.1 The gain on outstanding debt must be added
to real retained earnings2 for each year tocalculate the real increase in
equity value.3 Multiplying this real increasein equity values by the capital
gains tax rate and dividing the productby adjusted real capital inconie gives
the additional tax component shown in column6 of Table 3. This source of tax
is responsible for only between one percentage pointand four percentage points
of the total effective tax rate.
An additional capital gains tax liabilityresults from the nominal
increase in the value of corporate assetsthat accompanies a general rise in the
price level. We abstract from the year—to—yearstock market fluctuations and
calculate the nominal rise in the value of the capitalstock as the product of
the capital stock at the beginning of the yearand the rise in the G1P deflator
1 Of course, the equity owners "paid for" some of this gain in the formof
higher interest rates and,•to that extent,national income account profits
are lower. The issue here is clarifyingthe real allocation of the income
between debt and equity and identifying the wayin which this extra component
of real income is taxed.
2 The real retained earnings are, of course, after the inventory valuationand
capital consumption allowance adjustments.
3 This real increase in equity value is presented in column 1ofAppendix table
A—i. We assume that an extra dollar of realretained earnings raises the
market value of equities by one dollar.This abstracts from year—to—year
fluctuations in stock market valuation. It also ignoresthe arguments of
Auerbach (1918), Bradford (1919) and King(1911) that the capitalization of
future tax liabilities may cause a dollarof retained earnings to raise share
prices by less than one dollar.—19—
during the year.1 Multiplying this nominal increase in equity values by the
capital gains tax rate and dividing the product by the adjusted real capital
income gives the additional tax component shown in column 7 of Table 3. This
source of tax was responsible for less than 1.5 percentage points of effective
tax rate until the late l960's but the rise in inflation since then has made
this a more significant factor.In the five years ending in 1979, the accrued
capital gains tax on this nominal increase was equivalent to an average tax on
total income of percent.
The final component of the total effective tax rate is the tax borne
by the creditors of the nonfinancial corporations. Although there are federal,
state, and in some cases, local taxes on interest income, we follow thevery
conservative procedure of including only the federal tax.2 Feldstein and
Summers (1979) used the Flow—of Funds accounts for 1976 to estimate the distri-
bution of the net liabilities of nonfinancial corporationsamong households,
pensions, commercial banks, savings banks, life insurance companies, government
accounts, and a number of smaller categories. We use the relative weights
implied by this analysis and also follow Feldstein—Summers in setting the house-
hold tax rate on this interest income at 35 percent, the mutualsavings bank
The GNP deflator is too broad an index while the fixed nonresidential invest-
ment deflator is too narrow (because it excludes inventories and land);
however both indices rose almost exactly the same amount over the 17year
period and behaved quite similarly from year to year. Note that the equity
owners receive the nominal gain on the entire capital stock and not just on
theequity fraction. The value of the beginning—of—year capital stock for
each year, found in the "Balance Sheets" document, is presented in column 8
of Appendix table A—l. The calculation abstracts from the depressing effect
on share prices of unanticipated changes in inflation; see Feldstein (1980)
and the other research cited therein.
2 We do this becauseof the difficulty of calculating the state and local
taxes on interest income, especially the taxes paid by financialcorporations.—20—
rate at 2 percent,and the rate for privatepensions, government
aCCOUntS, and
l'scellaneous creditorsat zero. Life insurancecoanieS are tedunder a
special set of taxrules that make theireffective rate dependessential]-Y on
the yield on their portfolioas well as thestatuto corporate taxrate. We
apply these rules tocalculate a different taxrate for ery yearbased Ofl the
prailiflg Baa bondrate.1 For commercial banks,nonlife insurance coaflieS,
and finance companies, wemake the conseatiVeassumption that one_thirdof
their interest incomeis completely shelteredfrom all corporatetaxes.2 The
combined tax rate oninterestincome3 multiplied bytheannual interest paentS
of nonfinancial corporationsand the product divided bytheir adjusted real capi-
tal income gives theinterest component ofthe total effectivetax rate that is
presented
in column B of Table 3.This component contributed
less than 2.5 per-
centage points to the
total effective tax rate
until 1966 but the rising
interest rates since thenraised this cooneflt tomore than sen percentage
pointsin 1979.
Thecombined total effectivetax rate on the capitalincome of the
nonfinancial corporate sector —i.e.,the sum of federal,
state, and local taxes
on capital and capital
income divided by theadjusted real capitalincome —is
shown in column 9.This tax rate reached69. percent in 1979;taxes took
more than two_thirdsof the total pretax
income. Since 1973,the rate has
1These rules (known asthe Menge formula) implythatthere is one marginaltax
rate on the increasein income that occurswhen interest ratesrise and a
differentand lower marginal tax
rate on the increasein income from an
increase in the sizeof the portfolio. Because
of their focus on theeffect
of inflation, Feldsteifland SuerS cculated
the former; we calculatethe
latter.
2 This is equivalent to assuming thata larger portionis converted to capital
gainsor just postponed.The untaxed income is,ofcourse, subject tofurther
taxas the dividendsand retained arning5of these financialcorporat10rs.
We assumethe same dividefld_PaY0tratio, .6i, asFeldsteifl and Summers.
3 This rateis presented inColumn 9ofAppendix Table A—i.—21—
exceeded6ipercentevery year. By comparison, the rate was as lowas 51 per-
cent in the mid—1960's. The effective taxrates in the period from 1975 to 1979
were back to the same high level that prevailed
in the early l950's before acce-
lerated depreciation, the investment taxcredit, rate reductions, etc. This
increase in effective tax rates occurredbecause of the interaction of inflation
with existing tax rules and despiteseveral statutory changes that, in
themselves, would reduce the effective tax rate.'
TableLtcomparesalternative effective tax rates and theimplied net
rate of return. Column 1 represents thecombined effective tax rate from column
9ofTable 3. The real net rate of returnon nonfinancial corporate capital is
equalto the product of the pretax rate ofreturn oncapital (presented in
columnof Table 2) and one minus the effectivetax rate.2 This return is shown
in column 2 of Table Thereal net rate of return for 1979 wasonly 2.7
percent. For the most recent fiveyears, it averaged only 3.1 percent. The
contrast with the mid-l96O's isstriking; in the five years from 1963 through
1967, the real net return averaged 6.2percent. Columns 3 andshow the effec-
tive tax rates corresponding to thetwo alternative assumptions about stateand
localproperty taxes.3 If the property of nonfinancialcorporations is taxed
The nature of the interaction betweeninflation and effective tax rates is discussed in Feldstein (1979) and Feldsteinand Summers (1979).
2 This isequal to the marginal real net return toproviders of capital ifthe pretaxreturn to capital is the marginal returnto capItal and if the effec- tive tax rate is an effectivemarginal rate. As we have alreadynoted, the pretax return to capital may differ from themarginal return if these are non—
constant returns to scale, economic rentsor monopoly profits. The effective
tax rate may differ from themarginal effective tax rate if the marginal allo-
cation of saving is different from theaverage saving pattern. In particular,
the marginal tax rate will exceed theaverage rate if individuals are limited in the amount of low tax ratesaving that they can do by such things as the
limits on pensions and Keogh contributions.
3 These
alternative assumptions require changes inboth the numerator, for taxes paid, and the denominator, for pre—taxincome, of the effective tax rate ratios.—22—
TABLE 4
AlternativeEffective Tax Rates
and the Real Net Rate of Return
Total Real Net 3 to 1 1 to 3
EffectiveAfter TaxProperty Property Federal
Tax Rate of Tax Rate Tax Rate Effective
Rate Return AssumptionAssumptionTax Rate
Year (1) (2) (3) (5)
1953 7L.7 2.9 73.4 12.8
1954 68.1 3.4 70.4 66.3 65.1
1955 6.4 4.6 61.5 63.8 62.8
1956 71.1 3.3 73.1 69.5 68.5
1951 71.6 3.0 73.8 69.8 68.8
1958 70.3 2.1 73.0 68.0 66.5
1959 66.0 3.8 68.6 63.9 62.4
1960 66.5 3.5 69.4 64.1 62.3
1961 65.0 3.1 68.2 62.4 6o,s
1962 59.9 4.8 63.2 57.2 54.9
1963 58.9 5.2 62.2 56.3 54.1
1964 55.2 6.1 58.6 52.5 50.0
1965 53.5 6.9 56.8 50.9 48.6
1966 54.9 6.6 58.1 52.4 50.1
1967 55.0 6.0 58.5 52.2 49.6
1968 61.1 5.2 6)4.2 58.5 56.2
1969 66.1 4.0 69.1 63.5 61.3
1970 69.5 3.0 65.9 66.5 63.9
1971 6.)4 3.6 69.1 62.2 59.1
1972 62.1 4.2 65.9 58.9 55.5
1973 66.8 3.6 70.1 6)4.1 61.5
1974 84.7 1.3 86.5 83.2 82.8
1975 70.3 2.7 73.3 67.7 6.6
1976 66.2 3.3 69.4 63.6 61.0
1917 64.6 3.6 67.8 62.0 59.3
1978 68.1 3.1 70.8 66.0 64.3
1919 69.4 2.7 71.9 6.4 66.1
See the appendix for data definitions.—23—
moreheavily than other property (column 3), the estimated effectivetax rate
rises tr about three percentage points.Conversely, if nonfinancial corporations
are taxed more lightly than other property (column Ii), theeffective tax rate
falls by about two and one—halfpercentage points.'
The last column of Tableignores state and local taxes completely
and reports the effective federal tax rate definedas the ratio of the total
federal tax to the real capital income net of thestate and local taxes paid by
the corporations.2 This effective federalrate shows the same general movement
overtime as the effective total rate. In the fiveyears ending in 1919, the
rate averaged 63percent—twelvepercentage points higher than in the years
1963through 1967.
3.Isthe Rate of Profit Falling?
Theaverage value of the pretax rate of return was 9.8percent in the
1970's and thus substantially lower than thecorresponding averages of 12.7
for the 1960's and 11.1 for the period from1953 to 1959. Does the lower
rate of return in recent years reflecta fundamental fallin the rate of profit
or has it just been a cyclical or temporarychange?
In a previous paper, Feldstein and Summers (1977)attempted to answer
thatquestion withdatafor a period ending in 1976. That study concludedthat
there was no statistical supportforthe view that there had been a gradual
decline in the rate of return over thepostwar period but found that the average
return between 1970 and 1976 was some 1 to 2percent lower than would have been
1 Note that thereal net rate of return of'column2 is independent of the
assumption about the effective property tax rate.
2Thisis an updated version of the effective taxrate series reported in Feldstein and Summers (1979), Table5. The series reported there included
state and local profit taxes as well as federal taxes.predicted on the basis of fluctuationsin capacity utilization alone.The
authors also cautioned that factorsthat contributed to the lower rateof return
in the 1910's were likely to be transitory
so that the fall in the returnmight
also be only temporary.
In this section of the present paper wereturn to that earlier
question with a procedure thathas been improved in several ways.First, the
real rate of return variable (B) isbased on the recently revisednational
income account figures and reflects
also our new estimates of the taxes paidto
state and local governments. Second, wehave extended the sample from1976 to
1979. Third, as we explain below, wehave developed a richer set ofvariables
to measure the cc1ical conditionof the econor. Finally, we considerseveral
other factors that were associatedwith the fluctuation in the rate ofreturn
during the past quarter century.
Equation 14.1 repeats the basic specificationof the earlier Feldsteifl—
Summers paper with the new sampleand data. The variable R is thereal pretax
rate of return shown in column14 of Table 2. The TIME variable is anannual
trend beginning in 1953 and DUI470 is a binary
variable equal to 1 in the ten
years beginning in 1910and equal to zero in all previous years.The capacity
utilization variable, UCAP, is the FederalReserve Board's index of capacity
utilization. The equation is estimatedwith a first—order autoregressive
transformation and theautoregressiveparameter is shown as acoefficient of
Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
(14.1) R =—1.19+0.030TIME —2.035DUMTO +0.150UCAP +O.53p—1





The results are very similar to theprevious estimate. There is no
evidence of a general time trend butan indication that the rate of return was
some two percentage points lower in the l970's thanin the previous two decades.
A higher rate of capacity utilizationtends on average to raise the rate of
return, each additional percentage point raising therate of return by about
one—sixth of a percentage point. Replacingthe capacity utilization variable
with the GNP—gap yields very similarresults.
Although capacity utilization (or the GNP—gap) isintended as an indi-
cation of the economy's cyclical
condition, it actual]y describes only one
aspect of that cyclical condition. Figure1presents a business cycle diagram
with the amplitude measured in termsof capacity utilization. The use in
equation .l of capacity utilization as ameasure of the economy's cyclical con-
dition is equivalent to treatingpoints A and B as equivalent even though A
occurs during a business cycle contract ion(i.e., between a peak and the sub-
sequent trough) while B occurs during a business
cycle expansion (i.e., between
a trough and the subsequent peak).Earlyresearchby Wesley Mitchell (1927,
1951) and others at the National Bureauof Economic Research suggested thatpro-
fits decline during a businesscycle contraction and then increase duringa—26--
recovery.While these studies did not use regressionmethods to distingUiSh the
effectof the level of activity from the cyclical
position, we can do so in the
currentstudy by including an additional variablethat indicates the phase of
the cycle. More specifically, we havecreated a series ofquarterlyvariables
defined toequal one in the quarter in whichthe business cycle troughoccurs1
and in the three subsequent quarters, and to equal
zero in all other periods.
Anannual series derived by averaging the quarterlyvalues in each calendar year
is denoted RECOVERY.
Althoughthis early expansion phase of the businesscycle is likely to
be a time of above—average profits, furtherexpansion maycauseprofits to
decline. Asthe econorrr gets closer to the cyclical peak,there are problems
with bottlenecks, older machinery, less experiencedemployees, etc. To investi-
gate whether the end of expansionhas an effect on profitability that goes
beyond the effect of a high level of capacityutilization, we have created a
variable that measures how close the econosrjis to reaching a cyclical peak. We
create a quarterly series equal to zero duringcontractions and otherwise equal
to the number of quarters until the peakis reached. The annual average of
these quarterly values gives the annualvariable QTILPK.
Several other cyclical variables were alsoexamined, including the
proportion of the year spentin recession, the number of quartersuntil a cycli-
cal trough and an indicator of whether a troughoccured in the year. None of
these variables had a stable and statisticallysignificant effect on the rate of
return.
Equation .2 shows the effect of addingthe two additional business
cycle variables to the previous specification:
1-The peaks andtroughs used for this calculation arethe standard NBER turning
points:l954: 2(T), 1957,3(P), 1958:2(T)1960:2(P), 1961:1(T), l969:(P),
197O:(T), l913:(P), 1975:1(T),198O:l().—27—










Thecoefficient of the RECOVERY variable show that the rate ofreturn tends to
be about two percentage points higher during the firstyear of the recovery than
it would otherwise be with the same level ofcapacity utilization. The coef-
ficient of the QTILPK variable shows that the rate ofreturn is higher during
expansion than during contractions (when QTILPK =0)but that this excess fades
as the econonr gets closer to the peak; each quarter furtheraway from the peak
adds about one tenth of a percentage point.Capacity utilization continues to be
an important variable; indeed, its coefficient is twiceas large in 4.2 as it
was in 4.i when the other cycle variables were not taken intoaccount. The
coefficients of the time trend variable and the dummy variablefor the l970's
are also similar to those of equation 4.i, indicatingno time trend but a
reduction of about 1.5 percentage points in the l970's.
The coefficients of equation 4.2 show that theexplicit business
cycle variables provide information about the fluctuations inprofitability
that are not captured in simpler measures ofaggregate demand like capacity
utilization and the GNP cap. As a further test of theusefulness of measuring
activity relative to the business cycle peaks and troughs,we added a four year
distributed lag in the capacity utilization variable. Theexplicit business
cycle variables are still very significant; the coefficientsare more than three—28—
timestheir standard errors. Ofthelagged capacity utilizationvariables, only
thefirst is statistically significant;its coefficient is negative,small and
a bit less than twice itsstandard error. For the analysis ofprofitability,
the explicit business cycle variables areclearly better.
The specification of the time trendand level shift in equations1.2
and .3 was used to permit comparisonwith the earlier results inFeldstein and
Summers(1971). We have also examined a wide varietyof alternative specifica—
tiors of the relation between timeand profitability. Each of thesespecifica-
tionsincluded three variables:(1) a time trend; (2) a level shiftvariable,
i.e., a dum1Ty variable equal to zerobefore a given year and equal to onein
that year and beyond; and (3) a trendshift variable, i.e., an interactionbe-
tween the time trend and a dumrrrfvariable equal to zero before a given yearand
equal to one in that year and beyond.The timeofthe level shift was not
constrained to be the sameasthe time of the trend shift; all yearsfrom the
mid—1960's to the mid—1910's were consideredfor both shift variables.
The specification with the lowest sumofsquared residuals.haS a level
shift in 1970 (just as equations
14.1 and 14.2) and an additional trendshift in
1913:










This specification impliesa ich fter rate of groh ofprofitability both
before 1972 (.082percentage points a year) and even after1973 (.029 points a
year)than the insignificant time
trend of equation 4.2. Likethe earlier
specification, this also impliesa drop in profitability of about1.3 percent in
addition to the change in theprofitablity trend.
It should be emphasized thatthese three time variablesshould not be
extrapolated outside the sampleperiod. They are really away of describing
the complex time pattern
of profitability during the27 year sample and should
notbe given a more structuralinterpretation. A usefulway of summarizing the
implication of the three timevariables is to evaluate thesuni of the three
effects for each year. The
variable constructed in thisway shows the pure
time—related changes inProfitability after excluding thecyclical and raidom
variations in Profitability.Column 2 of Table 5 presents
this composite trend
variable. For comparison,column 1 shows the real netreturn variable. Column
3 presents the cyclicallyadjusted rate of return, i.e.,the rate of return with
the three cyclical variablesevaluated at their samplemeans.
The mean values of thecomposite trend variable are a usefulwayof
assessing the extent to which
Profitability declined in the l970'srelative to
earlier years after takingaccount of cyclical and randomfluctuations. For the
period 1953 to 1969, theavera€e value of the Composite trendvariable was 1.23;
by contrast, it was —0.06 for1970 to 1979. This trendProfitability was 1.31
percentage points lower in the l970'sthan in the previous 17years. A similar
comparison between the 1960's andthe l970' shows that trendprofitability was
1.59 percentage points lowerin the l970's. Since total
Profitability fell 2.9
percentage points (from 12.7percent in the 1960's to 9.8percentin the l970's),






Rate of Composite Adjusted
Year Return Trend PrOfitail1tY
(1) (2)
(3)
1953 il.36 0.572 i0.50
l95 io.10 o.65
10.877
1955 13.208 0.736 11.886
1956 11.313 0.811 11.117
1957 io.80 0.899 11.355
1958 9.129 0.981 11.100
1959 11.316 1.063 12.085
1960 i0.26 1.1 l2J53
1961 10.501 1.226 11.361
1962 11.885 1.308 11.031
1963 12.120 1.390 11.562
196 13.628 i.11 12.120
1965 i.88 1.553 12.8
1966 i.668 1.635 12.107
1967 13.277 1.717
12.371
1968 13.257 1.198 12.64
1969 11.919 i.880 11.888
1910 9.76 0.695 10.813
1971 i0.15 0.771 l1.2
1972 10.986 0.859 ii.93
1913 10.819 _o.502 10.365
197k 850 -0.73 9.387
1915 9.073 -0.5 10.362
1916 9.143 -o.11 10.151
1917 10.226 _0.388 10.189
1918 9.852 -0.360 9.986
1919 8.955 _0.332 9.022
1953-59
11.1 .82 11.3







1953—69 12.0 1.23 11.1
See appendix for datadefinitiofl51.59 divided by 2.9) and the composite trend accounted for theremainder.
Two specifications in addition to the combination ofa 1910 level
shift and 1913 trend shift provided nearlyas good an explanation of the profi-
tabilityseries; all the other specifications covered in our searchwere con-
siderably worse. The first of these other two specificationsincludes a posi-
tivelevel shift in 1969and a negative trend shift in that sameyear. The
secondspecification has a negative level shift in 1973 and anegative trend
shift in 1970. Although the three specificationsimply minor differences in the
timing of the change in profitability, they havevery similar implications about
thechange in profitability between the 1970's and the earlieryears of the
sample. In comparison to the 1.31 percentagepoint difference implied by
equation 1.3,placing both shiftdummies in 1969implies a difference of 1.25
percentagepoints while placing the shift dummies in 1970 and 1973implies a
differenceof 1.23 percentage points. Similarly,comparing the 1960's and the
1970's shows differences of 1.59 in the specification ofequation 1.2 and 1.58
and 1.61 in the other two specifications. Thecyclicallyadjusted profitability
figures shown in column 3 of Table 5 show a similarpattern. For the 1970's as
a whole, the cyclically adjusted profitabilitywas 1.6 percentage points below
the corresponding figures for the 1960's.
Itis interesting to note that all three measures ofprofitability
have changed in the same direction and that theeffective tax rate moved in the
opposite direction. The total effective tax rateaveraged 69.6percentin the
l950's, 59.6percentin the1960's, and 68.7 percentin the 1970's. There was
obviouslyno tendency for the pretax return to rise and fall inparallel to the
effective tax rate in order to dampenthe effect onthe net—of—tax rate of
return. Instead, the two moved in opposite directionsand thereby caused pro—N'
—32—
portioflatelYgreater movementsin the real net_of—taxrate of return.
It is appropriate to
conclude this discussionwith a word of caution.
Without nderstafldiflg why
profitabilitY S lowerin the 1970'S than inthe
earlierperiod, it is not possibleto say whether therehas been a perinaiieflt or
temporarY decline. Onlythe experienceof the future will providea definite
answer. Some additionalinsight can, however,beobtained by examining someof
thefactors that may have
contributed to the variationin profitabi]itY.Such
an exploration is
the subject of the nextsection.
5.Sourcesof Prof itabiliYVariiOI
To go beyond the trendand cycle analysis ofsection ,wehave con-
sidered several aspects ofthe economic environment
that have fluctuated signi-
ficantly over the past twoand a half decades andthat are potential deter-
minants of the level ofprofitabilitY. Thissection describes eachvariable and
its effect both on profitabilitY
and on the otherwise
unexplained fall in profi—
tabilitY between the1960's and 1970's.
The rate of growth ofproductiVitY per manhour rose rapid inthe
1960's and then dropped to
successivelY lower valuesin the 1970'S. Sincethe
reasons for the productivity
decline are still very poorlyunderstood,
"explaining" profitabilitY
in terms of productivitY
growth is of limitedvalue.
Nevertheless, any neutral
technological shift that reducesproductivity is
likely to be reflectedin profitabilitY. The same
is true of lower effective
labor inputs per man hour
(because of changes inthe composition of thelabor
force or of individual
effort) but would not be teof lower produCtiVitY
caused by a reduced inputof capital.
Equation 5.1 shows thatproductiVitY growth doeshave a significant
effect on profitabilitY
and that including itleaves the othercoefficient
qualitativelY unchanged.—33—
(5.1) R =—15.48+0.100TIME —0.041TIME*DUMT3
(0.026) (0.012)
—1.661 DUM7O+0.293UCAP +1.632REC0VER +0.046TILPK







The coefficient'of the productivity growth variable (PRODGRO) implies that each
additional percentage point of productivity growth has associated with it a 0.3
percentage point increase in profitability.
The lower rate of productivity growth in the 1970's contributed signi-
ficantly to the decline in profitability but zas not responsible for the change
in the composite trend variable. The coefficients of equation 5.1 imply com-
posite trend values of 0.52 for the 1970's, 1.85 for the 1960's and 1.50 for the
entire sample period before 1970. The gap between the profitability of the
1960's and the 1970's is narrowed to 1.32 percentage points while the difference
between the 1970's and all the preceding years is 0.98 percentage points. The
fall in productivity growth from an average of 2.5 in the 1960's to 1.4 in the
1970's decreased profitability by .32 percentage points or about 24 percent of
the overall profitability decline.
A higher inflation rate can reduce pretax profitability in a variety
of ways. For example, firms may seek greater after—tax profits by investing in
inventories and other assets with more favorable tax treatment. Alternatively,
firms may be misled into making low—profit investments or inappropriate pricing
decisions by accounting calculations that do not correctly adjust for inflation.
When the annual rate of increase of the GNP deflator is added to the basic spe—-3-
cificatiOnof equation .2, its coefficientis significantly negative and
implies that each percentage pointof inflation reduces profitabilitYby 0.20
percentage points. The risein inflation from an averageof 2.5 percent a year
in the 1960's to 6.5 percent inthe 1910's implies a profitability
decline of
0.8 percentage points. The inclusion
of the inflation variable doesnot however
havea substantial effect on the changein the composite trend variable.Its
valueis calcu1aed to be 2.22 for the1960's and 1.32 for the 1970's, adecline
of .90 percentage points. Moreover,
when the productivity growthvariable is
added to the equation, the coefficient
of the inflation variable becomes
imich
smaller and statisticallY insignificant.
The inflation variable is ofinterest
therefore only if one believes that
productivity growth is not alegitimate
explanatoryvariable either because it is analternative measure of a common
phenomenon or because it isitself the result of lower profitability.
One reason why inflation mayreduce profitability is thatconventional
historic cost accounting methods cause anoverstatement of profits when thereis
inflation. Depreciation is understatedand artificial inventory profitsare
recorded (see, e.g., Feldsteifl and Summers,1979). If firms do not see this,they
may believe that theircosts are lower than they actuallyare and, as a result,
mayfailto make as much in real profits asthey should. Althoughthis effect
iscaused by inflation, it is not proportional
to current inflation since the
depreciation effectdepends onthe history ofinflation and investment as well
as thecurrent inflation value. Thenational income and product accounts pro-
vide annual data on nominal book profitsfor nonfinancial corporations.When
the ratio of these nominal profitsto the real profits that wehave calculated
(and reported in section 1) isadded to the basic specification,its coefficient—35—
is large and statistically significant (—3.98 witha standard error of 1.21).
For the 1970's as a whole, the average value of this nominalto real profits
ratio was .99 while for the 1960's it was 1.25. The increase inthe ratio thus
implies a fall in pretax profitability.
Including this accounting ratio variable reduces the size and sta-
tistical significance of the time variables. In thisspecification, the com-
posite trend var±able is .03 for the 1970's and .77 for the 1960's,implying a
fall of only .71 percentage points. Similarly, between the1970's and the
entirepre—1970 sample period, the difference is only .59percentagepoints. If
this is a correct estimate of the effect of theaccounting error, it can be
assumed to be only a temporaryinfluence until firms see through the accounting
convention and assess costs and profits more accurately.
Adding the productivity growth variable reduces the coefficient of the
accounting ratio to —2.13 and raises its standard error to 1.60. In thismore
general specification, the accounting ratio can at most be consideredmarginally
significant. Moreover, the composite time trend impliesa more substantial
decline of 1.10 percentage points between the 1960's and1970's. The inference
that a substantial part of the profitability decline istransitory because it
reflectsan accounting error is therefore conditional on regarding theproduc-
tivity declineasan inappropriate explanatory variable.
The jumpin the price of oil in 1973 and again in 1979clearly
disruptednormal economic behavior. It has beencited asapossible source of
thedecline in productivity growth (Bruno, 1981; Bruno andSachs, 1980;
Vinals, 1981) and may have contributed directly to theprofitability decline as
well. This would be true in the short—run to the extent thatselling prices had—36—
already been fixed and even in the longerrun to the extent that the higher
energy price implies a smaller useof energy inputs that are complementaryto
capitalin production. The coefficient of a dumnyvariable equal to one in the
years 1973, 19714 and 1979had the expected negtive sian: —0.971with a standard
error of 0.1438.However, including this variabledid not explain any ofthe
compositetrend which showed an even larger declineof 1.8percentage points
betweenthe l90's and 1970's. Adding the productivityvariable, however,
reduced the coefficient of this dumn,,rvariable to the size of its standard error
and returned the changes in the composite
trend variable to their usual values.
A more general way to incorporate the changein the relative price of
oil and of other input prices as well
is to use the ratio of an index offinal
sales prices of nonfinancial corporationsto the index of intermediate input
prices. The coefficient of thisvariable was, however, very small andstatisti-
cally insignificant.
An alternative relative price variable,the ratio of final sales
prices to unit labor costs,raised profitability; the coefficientof this price
ratio was 20.2 with a standard error of8.214. The relative price index rose
from an average of .77 in the 1960's to.814 in the 1970's, implying a fall of
1.141 points in profitability. Including this
variable did riot, however, explain
any of the fall in the compositetrend variable. The new trend variable
declined by 3.3 percentage points betweenthe l960's and 1970's. Moreover,such
of the movement in the relative unitlabor cost merely reflects the shiftin
productivity growth. When bothvariables are included, only the productivity
growth variable is statisticallysignificant and the composite trend changehas
the usual value.—31—
In summary then, we have identified several variables that have
influenced profitability during the past decades, Of these variables, only the
rate of productivity growth, the rate of general inflation, and the ratio of
accounting profits to real profits helped to explain some of the trend decline
in pretax profitability. Adding the productivity, growth variable toany speci-
fication leaves the other new variable statistically insignificant. The impli-
cationof this work, therefore, is that although several factors contributing to
the profitability decline have been identified, a decline in cyclically—adjusted
profitability of between one and 1.5 percentage points from the 1960's to the
1970's remains to be explained.
It should again be noted in conclusion that the fall in cyclically
adjusted pretax profitability between the 1960's and 1970's occurred at the same
timeas a rise in the effective tax rate. Similarly, the rise in cyclically
adjusted pretax profitability between the post—Korean war years of the 1950's
and the decade of the 1960's occurred at the same time as a fall in the effec-
tive tax rate. There was no tendency for pretax profits to move in away that
offsetchanges in the effective tax rate.
6.Conclusion
This paper has presented new estimates of the taxes paid on nonfinan-
cial corporate capital, on the pretax rate of return to capital, and on the
effective tax rate. The basic time series show that both the pretax rate of
return and the effective tax rate have varied substantially in the past quarter
century.
An explicit analysis indicates that, after adjusting for different
aspects of the business cycle, pretax profitability was between one and 1.5 per——38—
centage points lower in the 1970's thanin the 1960's. The rate of profitabi-
lity in the 1960's was also about one—halfof a percentge point greater than the
profitability in the 7 years of the 1950's afterthe Korean war.
Changes in productivity growth, in inflation,in relative unit labor
costs, and in other variables are allassociated with chances in profitability.
None of these variables, however, can explain thedifferences in profitability
between the 1950's, 1960's and 1970's.
Looking at broad decade averages, the effectivetax rate and the pre-
tax rate of return move in opposite directions, higherpretax profits occurring
when the tax rate is high. There thus appears tohave been no tendency for pre-
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Column 1:(Column 3, Table Two) —(Qito Qi change in Personal Consumption
Deflator (NIPA,1.l)*(Mid_year value for holdings of Cash, Demand
Deposits, and Net Trade Credit, NFCs (FRBBS))
The effective tax rates given in Columns 2 through 8 are thenumbers
described below divided by Column 1.
Federal Corporate Tax Receipts, NFCs (ERP, B—il)
Column 1, Table One
Column 5, Table One
(Appendix Table Column 5) *NFC Dividend Payments (NIPA,1.13)
(Appendix Table Column 6) *(Appendix Table Column 1)
(Appendix Table Column 6) *(Appendix Table Column 8)
(Appendix Table Column 9) *(Net Interest Payments of NFCS,NIPA 1.13







where TIME and DUMb, DUMT3areas defined
Net Pretax Rate of Return (Table Two, Col.
_1.875*avg(RECOVERY) —.O83*avg(QTILPK)
where the averages are the sample means of






















As in 2, using columns 5 and 6 of Table Two.
See final note in Appendix Table A.l below.
4. AppendixTable A—l.
Columns 1—2: Data from FRBBS.
Column 3:(TDIVTAX -SLTAXRATE)/(l-SLTAXRATE)
trDIvTAx =unpublishedseries for the total effective dividend
tax rate, all levels of government, provided by Roger
Brinner of Data Resources, Inc.
SLTAXRATE =Stateand Local Personal Tax and Nontax Receipts
(NIPA 3.14)/(Rental, Proprietors, Wage and Salary,
and Interest Income of Persons —NIPA1.11)
SLTAXRATE
.93*Household and Nonprofit Equity Ownership (FF)*TDIVTAX
+.i5*ETRCORP*(Equity owned by Life and Other Insurance
Companies, Savings and Commercial Banks (FF)) all divided
by TOTALEQUITY. TOTALEQUITYisthe sumofequity owned by house-
holds, pension funds, state and local government retirement
plans,commercial banks, savingsand loans, and life and other
insurancecompanies.143
Column6:.93* Householdand Nonprofit Equity Ownership (FF)*HHCAPRAT +.15*(Equity Owned by Life and Other InsuranceCompanies Savingsand Commericiaj. Banks (FF) )dividedby TOTALEQUITy where HHCAPRATE =.05for 1953—68, 1919 and .075, 1969—78.
Column 7:Undistrjbuted Profits of NFCs with IVA and CCA(NIPA, 1.11)
and author's calculations of netcorporate debt (FF) times the
Q1— Ql percentage change in consumption deflator(NIPA) Column 8:Beginning of year replacement value of plant,land, equipment,
inventories, and residential structures (FRBBs)*Q1 toQi per-
centage change in the GNP deflator (NIPA, 7.1).
Column 9:This variable uses the net ownership ofcorporate debt
information reported in Feldstein and Summers(1979, Table 3) INTrAXHATE =.35*(55)+237.7*MTRFINCOS+.2!*3O.7+
l)41.7*MTRLIFEINs,all divided by 556.2.
Where ETRCORP=FEDCORPRATE+(Column1, Table 1)/NFC Profits (NIPA 1.13) MTRFINCOS =.66*FEDCORPRATE+(l_.66*FEDcoRpjATE)*(.61*(Col.5) +.539*(Col. 6) ).
FEDCORPRATE=statutoryCorporate Tax Rate (DEl).
MTRLIFEINS =FEDCORPRATE*(Average BAARatefor year (DRI) —3)/10.
To compute the federalcomponent of the tax rates Column 5 is recomputedusing FEDDIVEATE (Column 3) in place of TDIVTAXand FEDC0RPRTE in place of ETRCORP. This newcolumn 5is then used in computingcolumn 9,and these two tax rates
are used in calculating Column 5, Table ,i.e.,a total effective tax rate,
as in Column 1, Table I-i excluding all state andlocal components.
DATA SOURCES:
NIPA: National Income and ProductAccounts, published in various issues
of the Survey of Current Business.
ERP: Economic Reportof the President (GovernmentPrinting Office,
Washington, 1980.)
FRBBS: Balance Sheets of the U.S.Econo, provided by the Division of
Research and Statistics of the Board ofGovernors of the Federal
Reserve Board. Dated April 1981.
FF: FlowofFunds Accounts, usually sector balances.
DEl: Data series providedcourtesy of DataResources, Inc.S
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